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Foreword

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) remains an important source of legitimacy for international action. Yet despite dramatic changes in the international system over the past forty-five years, the composition of the UNSC has remained unaltered since 1965, and there are many who question how long its legitimacy will last without additional members that reflect twenty-first-century realities. There is little agreement, however, as to which countries should accede to the Security Council or even by what formula aspirants should be judged. Reform advocates frequently call for equal representation for various regions of the world, but local competitors like India and Pakistan or Mexico and Brazil are unlikely to reach a compromise solution. Moreover, the UN Charter prescribes that regional parity should be, at most, a secondary issue; the ability to advocate and defend international peace and security should, it says, be the primary concern.

The United States has remained largely silent as this debate has intensified over the past decade, choosing to voice general support for expansion without committing to specifics. (President Barack Obama’s recent call for India to become a permanent member of the Security Council was a notable exception.) In this Council Special Report, 2009–2010 International Affairs Fellow Kara C. McDonald and Senior Fellow Stewart M. Patrick argue that American reticence is ultimately unwise. Rather than merely observing the discussions on this issue, they believe that the United States should take the lead. To do so, they advocate a criteria-based process that will gauge aspirant countries on a variety of measures, including political stability, the capacity and willingness to act in defense of international security, the ability to negotiate and implement sometimes unpopular agreements, and the institutional wherewithal to participate in a demanding UNSC agenda. They further recommend that this process be initiated and implemented with early and regular input from Congress; detailed advice from relevant
Executive agencies as to which countries should be considered and on what basis; careful, private negotiations in aspirant capitals; and the interim use of alternate multilateral forums such as the Group of Twenty (G20) to satisfy countries’ immediate demands for broader participation and to produce evidence about their willingness and ability to participate constructively in the international system.

The issues facing the world in the twenty-first century—climate change, terrorism, economic development, nonproliferation, and more—will demand a great deal of the multilateral system. The United States will have little to gain from the dilution or rejection of UNSC authority. In UN Security Council Enlargement and U.S. Interests, McDonald and Patrick outline sensible reforms to protect the efficiency and utility of the existing Security Council while expanding it to incorporate new global actors. Given the growing importance of regional powers and the myriad challenges facing the international system, their report provides a strong foundation for future action.

Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
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## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPKO</td>
<td>UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>ten elected members of the UN Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOSOC</td>
<td>UN Economic and Social Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4</td>
<td>Group of Four (Brazil, Germany, India, Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G20</td>
<td>Group of Twenty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G77</td>
<td>Group of Seventy-Seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>Nonaligned Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSC</td>
<td>U.S. National Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEWG</td>
<td>Open-ended Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>five permanent members of the UN Security Council (China, France, Russia, United Kingdom, United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UfC</td>
<td>Uniting for Consensus (Argentina, Canada, Italy, Malta, Mexico, Pakistan, South Korea, Spain, Turkey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGA</td>
<td>UN General Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSC</td>
<td>UN Security Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Council Special Report
Introduction

Advancing U.S. national interests in an era of global threats depends on effective multilateral action. Global institutions inherited from the past are struggling to adapt to the rise of new challenges and powers. “The international architecture of the 20th century is buckling,” declares the new U.S. National Security Strategy. President Barack Obama has committed his administration to renovating outdated institutions and integrating emerging powers as pillars of a rule-based international order. Renovation of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and its membership must be a core component of this agenda. President Obama’s announcement in November 2010 of U.S. support for a permanent UNSC seat for India is a critical first step in this direction.

Few subjects arouse as much passion as the question of altering the size of the UNSC. The reason is obvious. Debates about the UNSC’s composition are about core issues of global power. The UN Charter establishes the UNSC as the premier international watchdog, designates the five permanent members (P5) as guarantors of global peace, and endows each with a veto. Although imperfect, the UNSC is indispensable to the pursuit of U.S. national security and the maintenance of world order. But it is also increasingly outdated, its composition unchanged since 1965. To date, competing reform proposals, which have focused exclusively on enlarging the UNSC in an effort to broaden buy-in, have emerged from competing coalitions, but none has come close to the support needed to amend the UN Charter.

President Obama claims to have renewed U.S. leadership at the United Nations. Yet until his surprise announcement of support for India’s candidacy, his administration remained guarded on updating the UNSC. Such reticence is understandable. While many U.S. officials believe that the UNSC no longer reflects global power realities, they disagree over whether any plausible enlargement would benefit U.S. national interests or strengthen the UNSC’s function. Common
justifications for UNSC reform (based on equitable representation, regional entitlement, and a purported identity crisis) are simply unpersuasive, and much depends on the behavior of aspirant countries once on the UNSC. Even if change is desirable, some wonder whether the United States can possibly effectuate it in such a complex diplomatic landscape—or if it should assume the considerable risks of spearheading the effort.

A more compelling reason to support UNSC enlargement, however, is concern that an unchanged UNSC will become increasingly ineffective in addressing today’s security challenges, which demand cohesive, broad-based multilateral responses. The Security Council is not in immediate crisis, but neither is the status quo indefinitely sustainable. The United States—still the world’s most influential nation—has a window of opportunity to break the current logjam by advancing a clear vision of a renovated Security Council capable of implementing its mandate in an era of transnational threats.

President Obama should build on his India announcement by publicly supporting a UNSC expansion, laying out a long-term road map to incorporate several major aspirant countries to new permanent seats, based on concrete criteria commensurate with the weighty obligations of membership. By shifting the acrimonious debate from claims of entitlement toward a conditions-based, evolutionary process, the United States can avoid reform schemes contrary to its interests. It can also ensure a reform that demands that aspirants accept the responsibilities—not just the privileges—of power. This prudent course would avoid the considerable risks of immediate UNSC enlargement, while giving aspirants an incentive to increase their contributions to global security. By advocating for this agenda, the United States takes the moral high ground—which could pay diplomatic dividends, whether enlargement occurs or not—and works toward an expansion that improves, rather than reduces, the long-term effectiveness of the UNSC.
The UN Security Council was created after the most destructive war in history to help the world respond to global security threats—with overwhelming force if needed. The UN Charter, as amended in 1965, creates a fifteen-member council with the authority to impose binding decisions on all UN member states. The UNSC’s power resides with the five permanent members—China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States—designated in 1945 as the primary guardians of world order. The charter makes no mention of geographic representation as a consideration for permanent membership, but provides ten additional seats elected for two-year terms based on contributions to peace and security, with consideration to geographic parity (in practice the elected seats have been divvied up among the regional blocs).³

Proponents of enlargement observe that the distribution of global power has changed dramatically since 1945, and that the number of UN member states has surged from 51 to 192 without a parallel expansion of the UNSC. The UNSC’s permanent membership, for example, excludes major UN funders like Japan and Germany, emerging powers like India and Brazil, and all of Africa and Latin America. Enlargement proponents warn that the UNSC’s global authority will erode if it fails to expand membership from underrepresented regions. Moreover, skillfully accomplished enlargement could provide a near-term opportunity to manage power transitions, “socializing” today’s regional leaders into “responsible” global actors that shoulder a greater share of international security. If expansion is inevitable, proponents believe, the United States should lead it now—when it retains unparalleled ability to shape the terms of the debate—rather than get dragged along by others later.

Opponents of enlargement dispute that the UNSC is experiencing a crisis of legitimacy, arguing that it remains the most effective of all
UN organs and that the UNSC’s permanent structure still reflects the leading political and military powers. Enlargement would dilute U.S. power, increase gridlock, encourage lowest-common-denominator actions, and empower antagonistic leaders of the nonaligned movement (NAM). The expectation that permanent UNSC membership will tame obstreperous state behavior at the UN is naive, and championing reform prior to confidence-building among—and demonstrated responsible behavior by—regional leaders could be disastrous. In any case, UNSC reform is unlikely to be achieved, given the two-thirds United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) and unanimous P5 support required for charter revision. The United States would thus be foolish to take the lead on UNSC reform, which would only alienate the main aspirants or the next tier of countries—many of which are U.S. allies. It would be wiser to let multilateral negotiations continue along an inconclusive path than risk blame for a failed negotiation or conclude a reform that jeopardizes U.S. interest.

A CLOSER LOOK

A closer look suggests that while many arguments often offered in support of enlargement are flawed, the case for expanding the UN Security Council is a compelling one. A common claim, particularly in the developing world, is that the UNSC is increasingly illegitimate and ineffective, given its inequitable geographic composition, declining relevance to today’s security threats, inability to ensure compliance with its ostensibly binding resolutions, and exclusion of countries that could contribute to international security. According to this analysis, the UNSC is in poor and even terminal condition.

In truth, the situation is nowhere near so dire. The actual behavior of member states, as opposed to their rhetoric, suggests the UNSC’s legitimacy, credibility, and effectiveness are more robust than critics claim. Nevertheless, failure to enlarge the UNSC is problematic, for it excludes from permanent membership powerful countries that could contribute to international security and offer long-term political support for the United Nations.
**Dwindling Legitimacy?**

From the perspective of the United States and other permanent members, the legitimacy of the UNSC as currently constituted is clear: it emanates from the UN Charter. As long as the charter remains in force and unamended, the existing UNSC structure is legitimate.

To date, critiques of the UNSC’s legitimacy have been couched primarily in terms of equitable geographic representation. According to regional blocs, the UNSC’s domination by Western countries and failure to include permanent members from Africa and Latin America give it dwindling authority to issue binding international decisions, particularly in settings like sub-Saharan Africa, where the majority of UN peace operations occur. The lack of perspectives from the global South reinforces perceptions that the UNSC is a neocolonial club, determining questions of war and peace for the poor without their input.

Such talking points pack a political punch in the developing world. But these arguments confront two inconvenient truths. First, regional representation and parity were never the basis for designating the UNSC’s permanent members, which were chosen primarily as guarantors of world peace. The same should be true, presumably, of any additional permanent seats. The charter suggests that the candidacies of emerging powers such as Brazil or India (as well as established ones like Germany and Japan) should be weighed not on their role as regional leaders, but on their ability to help safeguard international peace. The place to address regional balance is clearly in the UNSC’s elected seats, since Article 23 of the UN Charter explicitly mentions “equitable geographic distribution” as a secondary consideration.

Second, designating new permanent members will not likely sate demands for greater regional representation. Indeed, opposition to the main aspirants (Brazil, Germany, India, and Japan) is strongest from their regional rivals (Argentina, Mexico, Italy, Pakistan, and South Korea). Some propose that each regional bloc should determine its own permanent representative, but such decisions are more properly left to the entire world body. Regional selection could result in the seating of unexpected, possibly compromising candidates. Should the United States accept Cuba or Venezuela as a permanent UNSC member if, by some bizarre twist in backroom negotiations, Brazil or Mexico cannot secure Latin American support?
DECREASING RELEVANCE?

The UNSC’s relevance is not declining; it remains the premier multilateral institution for matters of international security. To be sure, UN member states exploit a range of frameworks—including regional organizations, ad hoc coalitions, and interest-based partnerships—to advance their national and collective security. Examples range from the African Union to the Six Party Talks on North Korea. But in the last five years, the UNSC has spent comparatively less time rubber-stamping diplomatic agreements made outside its chambers and more time forging agreements within its own ranks. UNSC Resolution 1701 to end the Lebanon war, the P5+ Germany negotiations on Iran, and the UNSC’s sanctions against North Korea are all examples. The UNSC’s continued relevance is also illustrated by states’ desire to serve on it. Every October, the UNGA is filled to capacity when delegations elect the new rotating UNSC members amid an orgy of vote-buying. Even countries that make a profession of attacking the UNSC’s credibility nonetheless spend millions trying to gain a seat—suggesting that, at a minimum, it retains prestige.⁶

WEAKENING IMPLEMENTATION?

Some critics claim that the lack of geographic balance in the council’s permanent membership and its failure to include regional leaders erode its perceived authority, complicating the implementation and enforcement of its resolutions, and causing states to turn to other frameworks to address security problems.

With rare exceptions, however, UN members continue to regard the UNSC as the most authoritative international institution in matters of global peace and security. To be sure, states are sometimes slow to align national laws and practices with new UNSC resolutions, and bureaucratic inertia contributes to deficiencies in implementation. But the resolutions most commonly flouted today are those imposing sanctions and other punitive measures, and the violators tend to be the targeted states and their sympathizers. These are cases less of weak implementation than of political defiance. Examples include the arms embargoes on Sudan and Somalia, resolutions condemning violence in eastern Congo, and the sanctions resolutions against Iran and North Korea. A change in UNSC composition would probably not address noncompliance by offending states, like North Korea, Iran, or Syria.
A MORE COMPelling CASE FOR REFORM:
SHIFTING CONCEPTS AND REALITIES OF POWER

The UNSC, then, faces no immediate crisis of legitimacy, credibility, or relevance. At the same time, however, there is a powerful geopolitical argument for compositional reform. The primary consideration for permanent membership should be power—the ability and willingness to deploy it in service of global security. Openness to UNSC enlargement is justified by the changing nature of threats to international peace and by the need to harness the power of emerging and established states as pillars of an open, rule-bound global system.

In 1945, permanent UNSC membership was primarily justified by political-military power, including a capacity to prevent—and, if necessary, conduct and win—interstate war. But in today’s more diffuse security environment, national military power is no longer the sole or necessarily supreme qualification. Combating transnational threats, ranging from terrorism to nuclear proliferation to climate change, requires not only military but also diplomatic, economic, and technological capabilities. Strategies to contain, manage, and solve global challenges depend as much on the cohesion of multilateral responses as on military might—and they require the contributions of all major emerging and established powers.

In this new environment, the relevant question is: What composition does the UNSC need to fulfill its mandate to maintain international peace and security? The past six decades have witnessed significant shifts in the relative size of the world’s largest economies, alongside more modest shifts in relative defense spending (see Appendix 1). These trends suggest the emergence of new countries able to contribute to international peace and security. The hurdle to UNSC permanent membership must remain high, and aspirant countries should demonstrate an ability to broker and deliver global solutions to transnational threats.

Skillfully accomplished, UNSC expansion could be an investment in global stability. While the UNSC is not presently in crisis, there are persuasive practical and geopolitical grounds for the United States to support a modest enlargement of its permanent membership. To fulfill its mandate the UNSC needs to draw on the collective authority and capabilities of many states. The Obama administration has an opportunity to shift the reform debate from one of entitlement to one of
responsibility and action. Such an institutional bargain may appear at first magnanimous, but actually reflects enlightened self-interest. By spearheading reform that gives emerging nations (as well as important established powers) a stake in the current order, the United States can increase global political support for (or at least acquiescence to) existing arrangements and leverage the contributions of capable states willing to provide a larger share of global public goods.

Historically, the task of accommodating rising powers has been among the most difficult challenges of world politics. International relations tend to be particularly turbulent when the global distribution of power changes and international structures fail to keep pace. The interwar years (1919–39) provide a case in point. While it is impossible to predict the future, failure to adjust the UNSC’s composition could well complicate multilateral security cooperation in the decades ahead. The most dire scenario—that dissatisfied states might launch a full-scale assault on the UNSC’s legitimacy and seek to undermine its role—seems unlikely. More plausible is that frustrated aspirants could reduce their investments in—and diplomatic support for—the institution, depriving the UNSC of needed capabilities and reducing its overall effectiveness.

Any effort to enlarge the UNSC will be difficult, but it will get harder with time as power diffuses around the world and calls for reform increase. By acting now, the United States can help harness the capabilities of new global actors and create incentives for their responsible behavior.
Any discussion of UNSC enlargement must include a sober appreciation of the hurdles to revising the UN Charter, the present horn-locked diplomatic landscape, and the obstacles even a determined United States would face in bringing about such a reform.

**AMENDING THE CHARTER**

Amending the UN Charter is an onerous process, requiring not only approval of two-thirds of the UNGA, but also ratification of the relevant domestic legislation by two-thirds of UN member states (including all of the P5). The charter has been revised only three times in sixty-five years, including in 1965, when the UNSC expanded from eleven to fifteen by adding four elected members (see Appendix 2).

Amending the charter faces a multitude of obstacles, not least within the U.S. Congress. Any UN Charter amendment would require bipartisan backing on Capitol Hill. At present, support in Congress for the United Nations is irresolute, and past bipartisan legislation has linked payment of UN dues to management reform. U.S. legislators may well insist on the implementation of system-wide UN reforms prior to supporting UNSC expansion. Nevertheless, recent polls suggest U.S. public support for a modest expansion of the UNSC’s permanent membership, including seats for Germany, Japan, Brazil, and India.

**PAST REFORM EFFORTS**

In the UNGA, the issue of UNSC enlargement has been a perennial source of debate for the last thirty years. It first appeared on the UNGA agenda in 1979, but the first credible push for UNSC reform came...
during the run-up to the UN World Summit in September 2005, when UN secretary-general Kofi Annan proposed two models for UNSC expansion. This prompted the major negotiating blocs—the so-called Group of Four (or G4, composed of Brazil, Germany, India, and Japan), the Uniting for Consensus (UfC) coalition, and the African Union—to propose their own models of expansion (see Appendix 4). Ultimately, none of the major coalitions gained anything close to a two-thirds UNGA majority during the UN High-level Event in September 2005.

In September 2008, the UNGA shifted discussions of UNSC reform from the consensus-based Open-ended Working Group (OEWG) to intergovernmental negotiations in the UNGA plenary. This raised the prospect that an enlargement resolution might actually be brought to a vote. Through October 2010, UN member states had held five negotiating sessions, which revealed that a majority of UN member states favor an expansion of both permanent and elected UNSC members. Despite this shift, the impasse in New York persists, with the major camps reciting well-known positions—none of which enjoys support from two-thirds of the UNGA—and with each camp’s fallback remaining the status quo. No breakthrough seems likely absent compromises in each group’s current stance—and leadership from the United States.

CURRENT ATTITUDES OF THE PERMANENT MEMBERS

Among permanent members, France is most enthusiastic about enlargement, followed by the United Kingdom. This public stance may be motivated by the growing vulnerability of their own permanent seats, given perceptions that Europe is overrepresented among the P5. Indeed, the Lisbon Treaty increases pressure to consolidate the two nations’ membership into a single seat for the European Union, something neither seems prepared to contemplate.

In March 2008, France and Britain jointly proposed creating an “interim” category of longer-term, renewable seats, to be held by a handful of countries, notionally for five to fifteen years. (At present, a country cannot serve consecutive elected terms.) This period would be followed by a review conference on final status. Reactions from the G4 have been mixed, with India most adamantly opposed. Unsurprisingly, each major coalition has in turn offered its own, self-serving
interpretation of this “interim” option. Some regard it as a temporary status leading to permanent membership; others as an enduring “intermediate” category that eliminates the prospect of additional permanent seats.

Russia, sensitive to any decline in relative power, opposes additional permanent members and efforts to qualify the P5 veto. China says it is open to UNSC expansion, including additional elected members from Africa, but will likely resist any new permanent members (with particular animus to adding Japan and, increasingly, regional rival India). Chinese officials argue that adding permanent members would only exacerbate representation issues and antagonize the next tier of countries. China has signaled openness to the “intermediate” approach, but may consider it a step to defer G4 ambitions.

CURRENT U.S. POLICY

Despite its rhetorical commitment to updating international institutions, the Obama administration, like administrations before it, has shied from leadership on UNSC reform. Rather than advance a particular proposal, U.S. officials have offered broad statements in support of a limited expansion of both permanent and nonpermanent members within five parameters. These statements include:

– enlargement cannot diminish the UNSC’s effectiveness or efficiency;\(^{20}\)

– any proposal to expand permanent membership must name specific countries (ruling out so-called framework proposals);\(^{21}\)

– candidates for permanent membership must be judged on their ability to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security;

– there should be no changes to the current veto structure; and

– expansion proposals must accommodate charter requirements for ratification, including approval by two-thirds of the U.S. Senate.\(^{22}\)

The Obama administration’s stance presents only two modest changes to that of its predecessor. First, it no longer conditions movement on UNSC expansion to progress on broader UN management and budgetary reform. Second, whereas the Bush administration supported
only Japan’s candidacy, the Obama administration has announced sup-
port for India as an additional permanent member, leaving other poten-
tial configurations open for discussion.23

Beyond these parameters, the Obama administration has not pro-
posed any specific reforms, clarified the acceptable limits of any expan-
sion, or endorsed any candidates.24 President Obama has not launched
an interagency review of the matter, and aspirant countries have not yet
pressed him vigorously on it. Whether the time has come to alter the
UNSC’s composition—and, if so, how it should be altered—remain
subjects of fierce debate.
That both Democratic and Republican administrations have adopted roughly similar policies on UNSC reform suggests a common assessment of the risks and likely rewards. For Washington, an ideal enlargement scenario might be simply adding the G4 powers as permanent (or long-term) members without veto power. The resulting UNSC of nineteen would ensure the United States of at least two reliable allies (Germany and Japan), and possibly others (Brazil and India) depending on the issue. Such a modest enlargement would also be consistent with the original purpose of the UNSC as a privileged body of great powers capable of sustaining global peace. At present, however, this scheme is unlikely to win support from two-thirds of the UNGA without concessions to Africa.

For the United States, “interim” options could also provide a testing ground for aspirants to demonstrate their leadership and qualifications before a decision is made on their permanent status. A critical question, though, is who will have the power to select the slate of countries—and to determine whether their seats are renewed or (potentially) made permanent. Granting such authority to regional groups (or even to the UNGA) could fuel regional constituency dynamics and encourage aspirants to satisfy their blocs to gain reelection, rather than exhibiting the independence necessary to represent global responsibilities.

**THE UNITED STATES’ STAKES IN AN EFFECTIVE UN SECURITY COUNCIL**

The United States pursues its national objectives through a wide array of multilateral bodies, ranging from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to the Group of Twenty (G20). Yet the United Nations is unique in its universality, convening power, technical capacity, and
perceived legitimacy. These strengths are not easily or consistently replicated in other formats, be they military alliances, regional organizations, consultative forums, or ad hoc coalitions.

The UN’s main institutional strength is its ability to balance the egalitarian principle of sovereign equality—as embodied in the 192-member General Assembly—with the hierarchical reality of global power, as reflected in the fifteen-member Security Council. While the UNGA provides a forum in which all states have an equal vote and can express their views, the UNSC serves as the preeminent decision- and law-making body on matters of international peace and security—one in which the United States retains preeminent influence.

The United States regularly resorts to the UNSC to gain political backing and legal authority for multilateral initiatives that advance U.S. objectives. Over the past several years, the United States has sought and obtained sanctions resolutions against Iran for violations of its Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty obligations, as well as to isolate the North Korean regime of Kim Jong-Il. It has relied on the UNSC to authorize or renew missions in Afghanistan and Iraq, to strengthen controls on the illicit spread of nuclear weapons, and to sanction terrorist organizations. It has also turned to the UNSC to share the burdens, risks, and responsibilities of intervening in conflicts in which U.S. interests support a response, but in which competing priorities, lack of resources, or political circumstances militate against high-profile U.S. involvement. The UN’s Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) now fields the world’s second-largest expeditionary force, with 114,000 personnel deployed in seventeen operations, from Haiti to Sudan. The United States recognizes that the benefits of the UN’s international peacekeeping apparatus are well worth its investment.

**UNITED STATES’ VIEWS ON UNSC EFFECTIVENESS**

Despite the stakes, the UNSC can frustrate U.S. diplomats when it proves unwilling to act, does so only belatedly, or fails to enforce its decisions. Failure to act quickly often indicates P5 disagreement over what actions, if any, should be taken. The United States, Great Britain, and France (the so-called P3) are often at loggerheads with Russia and China, for instance, on how forcefully to respond to Iran’s
nuclear ambitions, with the former typically taking a much harder line. Although the veto is rarely used, its very existence means some draft resolutions are never tabled or brought to a vote, or are replaced with more diluted statements. Generating support for decisive action among the UNSC’s ten elected members (or E10) can also be difficult, given the propensity of some delegations to adopt positions that curry favor with the Group of Seventy-Seven (G77) or their regional blocs.

Equally frustrating to U.S. interests is the invocation of state sovereignty to stymie UNSC intervention in the face of gross human rights violations, as in the cases of Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Sudan, and Zimbabwe. Indeed, some elected members express general opposition to the use of any coercive measures, namely sanctions and military force—the very tools that provide the UNSC’s unique powers.

Finally, while UNSC resolutions are binding on all states, there are few enforcement mechanisms beyond public shaming when states do not uphold their obligations. The four UN sanctions resolutions against Iran and two against North Korea, for instance, are among the strongest multilateral sanctions regimes ever adopted, but they lack teeth. Beyond the targets themselves, the broader UN membership—including at times UNSC members—are known to violate resolutions by trading in banned goods with sanctioned countries.

No conceivable UNSC reform can eliminate competition or homogenize state preferences, but U.S. officials must consider the extent to which reforms would exacerbate or quell these sometimes maddening dynamics. Given diverse threat perceptions, the UNSC will remain an imperfect and selective system of collective security. A more realistic (though still daunting) U.S. objective would be to negotiate a change in UNSC composition that aligns national interests more frequently and generates responses to today’s security challenges.

THE EFFECT OF UNSC REFORM ON UNSC EFFECTIVENESS

The case for expansion is often couched in terms of legitimacy, conceived as a function of how representative the body is of the broader UN membership. This has encouraged more debate over the right size and geographic parity of an enlarged UNSC, rather than about how effective it would be in performing its mandate. A close analysis suggests that
expanding the UNSC would likely hinder its efficiency, but its impact on UNSC effectiveness is more difficult to predict. It depends on how big the enlargement is, what form it takes, and, most importantly, which countries are selected.

Enlargement would certainly complicate U.S. tactics in negotiations, particularly in lining up votes for important resolutions. Larger bodies are often more hesitant to take decisive action, vulnerable to blockage, and susceptible to lowest-common-denominator decision-making. In the current fifteen-member body, it takes seven votes to block an agenda item and nine votes with no vetoes to pass a resolution.\(^{30}\) Already, U.S. ability to form winning coalitions on the UNSC varies with the cohort of elected members.\(^{31}\) Any enlargement would require negotiating critical new thresholds, and the United States must consider at what point a body becomes too unwieldy to fulfill its mandate.

It is hard to predict how these dynamics would change in an enlarged UNSC. But the hurdles for mobilizing winning or blocking coalitions would clearly be higher.\(^ {32}\) In a UNSC of twenty-one members, for example, thirteen votes would presumably be needed for a positive vote, nine to block.\(^ {33}\) Vote counting becomes more complicated as numbers grow, creating an opportunity for a determined group of elected members to exercise a collective veto over UNSC decisions. This is problematic, as the most popular proposals for enlargement call for a UNSC of twenty-four or twenty-five (including several new elected members).

Adding new permanent members—or creating a new tier of longer-term or renewable seats—could also make the diplomatic landscape unpredictable. Coalitions could coalesce and dissolve according to issue areas, regional interests, or ideological affinity. Some new members—Germany and Japan, say—might align more closely with the United States, France, and the United Kingdom, while others might make common cause with China and Russia. Alternatively, negotiations could become tri-tiered, moving from the veto-wielding P5 to the rest of the long-term members before ending with the full UNSC.

**ASSESSING LIKELY ASPIRANT BEHAVIOR**

But certainly which states are around the table is just as important as how many. The presence of new, proactive permanent members could inspire collective action and marshal the capabilities of rising actors.
Much then depends on new-member behavior. Will such countries embrace global responsibilities and adopt policies broadly consistent with the U.S. worldview, or will they import bloc agendas and pursue narrow national interests?

An optimistic scenario imagines that the most likely candidates—Germany, Japan, Brazil, India, and perhaps South Africa—would tend to align with the United States as democracies, inclining the UNSC’s balance of power in Washington’s direction. A more skeptical assessment predicts that India, Brazil, and South Africa—three leaders of the nonaligned and G77 voting bloc—would use their newfound status to ramp up anti-U.S. discourse in the UNSC, diverging from Western ideals on critical issues like human rights and nonproliferation.

The recent performance of major developing countries as elected members of the UNSC is mixed. During its controversial 2007–2008 tenure on the UNSC, for example, South Africa used its position as a regional leader to weaken UNSC action on Sudan and impede discussion of wide-scale human rights abuses in Zimbabwe and Myanmar. Likewise, both Brazil and Turkey voted against a fourth round of UNSC sanctions on Iran in June 2010. UNGA voting patterns also provide grounds for caution. Unlike Japan and Germany, which are most closely aligned with U.S. preferences, Brazil, India, and South Africa frequently vote contrary to U.S. preferences, showing that close bilateral relations do not always translate into cooperation in multilateral settings (see Appendix 3).

Ideally, developing countries elevated to positions of authority would seriously weigh their responsibilities for global security, abandoning the aspects of G77 and NAM diplomacy that often turn the UNGA into a circus. In his inaugural address to the UNGA in September 2009, President Obama spoke wistfully of the need to discard outdated bloc affiliations:

> The traditional division between nations of the South and the North makes no sense in an interconnected world; nor do alignments rooted in the cleavages of a long-gone Cold War. The time has come to realize that the old habits, the old arguments, are irrelevant to the challenges faced by our people.³⁴

But old habits die hard. India is a case in point. India has close relations with the United States, but in the UNGA, the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), and other forums, it continues to play bloc
politics. The disparate approach between India’s bilateral and multilateral relations is striking, and it remains unclear which approach India would take as a permanent or long-term member of the UNSC. Today, India, like Brazil and South Africa, has the opportunity to criticize without real global responsibilities. Certainly the experience of China—whose seat in the UN and on the UNSC has been held by the People’s Republic of China since 1971—suggests that any process of “socialization” may be gradual, and recommends that permanent-member expansion be based on demonstrated global leadership, including by contributing tangibly to international peace and security, providing global public goods, and defending international rules.35
Given that U.S. interests in enlargement are riding on the future behavior of aspirant countries, the United States would do well to pursue a disciplined, criteria-based approach to enlargement. Permanent UNSC membership confers both rights and responsibilities. Much is made of the privileges—a permanent seat in the discussion of all major security issues, possible veto power over UNSC actions, and seats on various UN technical agency boards. Less attention is paid (including by some aspirants) to the obligations inherent in permanent membership, which implies serving as a guarantor of international peace. Indeed, the UN Charter implies expectations against which to judge aspirant candidates. These include above all a unique commitment and capacity to defend international law, preserve regional and global stability, prevent and resolve violent conflicts, and enforce UNSC decisions, including with sanctions and military assets if required.

Given these expectations, reasonable criteria or qualifications for permanent membership, consistent with the charter, might include some mixture of the following:

- a history of political stability, ideally including a commitment to democratic values;
- a globally or regionally deployable military, relevant civilian capabilities, and a willingness to put them at the United Nations’ disposal or to use them pursuant to a UNSC resolution;
- financial contributions to the United Nations’ regular budget, including a potential percentage threshold for permanent members (see Appendix 5);
- financial contributions to UN peacekeeping and other multilateral operations (see Appendix 5);
- demonstrated willingness to use, when appropriate, the tools that are reserved to the UNSC under UN Charter Chapter VII, including sanctions, force, international intervention, etc.;
– an ability to lead and broker sometimes unpopular global and regional solutions, to promote collective action (as demonstrated in multilateral negotiations, peace talks, global initiatives, good offices, etc.), and to balance regional and domestic decisions when warranted;
– the diplomatic ability to staff and lead an increasingly taxing UNSC agenda, both in New York and globally; and
– a record of conforming to and enforcing global security regimes (including nonproliferation regimes), and contributing to other global public goods.

At present, it is hard to identify any aspirant country that could meet all these criteria (see Appendix 6). Indeed, some current permanent members would have difficulty fulfilling them all. No doubt, the relevant criteria would need to be debated, sharpened, and refined in domestic U.S. and multilateral deliberations.

Proposing a criteria-based approach, however, would usefully shift the focus of conversation from entitlement to qualifications, without a priori excluding any aspirant. In so doing, it would provide a baseline to assess candidates, grant greater transparency to the reform path, and encourage aspirants to exercise globally responsible behavior in international institutions. This approach would also steer negotiations away from framework proposals that leave the selection of permanent members to regional groupings. The United States might consider coupling criteria-based and long-term membership approaches, effectively creating an interim status in which aspirants could prove their bona fides before the UNGA votes on permanent status.

There is, of course, no guarantee that once a country gained permanent membership it would continue to fulfill its obligations. But such a criteria-based approach would provide a clear set of benchmarks by which a country’s policies and behaviors could continue to be reassessed. It could also serve the broader purpose of reminding current permanent members, notably Russia and China, of the expectations inherent in their positions under the UN Charter.

Regardless of whether enlargement occurs in the near or long term, openness to a modest expansion of the Security Council based on clearly defined criteria could serve U.S. interests by preempting deleterious enlargement schemes and by redefining the terms of the debate. Establishing a moral high ground could also pay diplomatic dividends
for the United States in multilateral forums, as it seeks out areas for cooperation with aspirant countries to demonstrate their increased ownership and responsibility in addressing global threats. In addition, U.S. advocacy for enlargement could result in improved bilateral relations with major aspirant countries.
Recommendations for U.S. Policy

President Obama rightly argues that the world’s main international institutions should be adapted to the realities of the twenty-first century. This vision of a reformed international architecture will be incomplete without consideration of the United Nations and its Security Council. Altering the UNSC’s composition has the potential to advance U.S. interests if the reform adheres to certain parameters of size and effectiveness, and if it harnesses emerging powers to global effect.

At present, none of the major proposals for UNSC enlargement satisfy these two ifs. Without significant concessions from the major negotiating blocs, there seems little prospect for a reform formula that does—particularly regarding UNSC size—while garnering two-thirds support in the UNGA. Nor is there sufficient evidence that major aspirants are prepared as yet to accept the obligations of permanent (or long-term) membership. But a change in the current constellation of interests—such as newfound flexibility in G4 policy or a fracturing of the Africa consensus—could spark new momentum in the debate.

The skill of the United States to bring about charter reform is untested. Most observers agree that no UNSC enlargement will occur without U.S. leadership, but the United States may not possess sufficient leverage to develop a solution supported by two-thirds of the UNGA and all the P5. It has also been hard for U.S. officials to carve out a position that alienates neither the G4 nor the next tier of influential countries, many of them U.S. allies (including South Korea, Pakistan, and Italy). But if the United States insists on an evolutionary and criteria-based approach, it could galvanize movement for constructive reform while placing the onus on leading aspirants to prove their bona fides.

The risks of taking on the issue—including being blamed for any eventual failure—are admittedly high. The United States has a daunting agenda in New York, and debate over acceptable criteria for UNSC
enlargement would affect other U.S. initiatives. But if the risks are significant, so are the potential rewards—namely, an enlargement that more effectively marshals global resources in promoting peace and security. By staking out a positive stance on UNSC expansion, the United States could potentially reap diplomatic rewards, in terms of enhanced relations with leading aspirant states, including some of the world’s most important emerging and established countries.

That the UNSC is not currently in crisis plays to the United States’ favor in negotiating a measured, criteria-based process for reform. Pressure for UNSC enlargement will likely grow over time, but it is not at present unmanageable. Indeed, the recent presence of several aspirant states (including Japan, Nigeria, Brazil, Turkey, and Mexico, and next year India, South Africa, and Germany) as elected members of the UNSC—as well as the enlargement of the G8 to the G20—has acted as a pressure valve. This lull presents the United States with an opportunity to get its own house in order by sharpening its policy stance; consulting with and preparing the ground in Congress; reaching out to its main allies, P5 counterparts, and the leading aspirants; and building bridges with regional blocs in multilateral settings.

The effort hinges on obtaining allies for a criteria-based reform push. U.S. diplomacy must focus on forging consensus on qualifications for permanent or long-term membership and a process by which aspirant efforts will be measured. The United States must immediately begin to decrease bloc tensions that undermine the candidacy of aspirant countries and increase pressure on the G4, African states, and the UfC for compromise.

Such a strategy, carefully sequenced, allows the United States to be proactive rather than obstructionist, while putting the ball in the court of aspirant countries. It also ensures that when pressure for UNSC reform begins to mount anew, the United States will have shaped the terms of the negotiation. Such an evolutionary strategy minimizes the likelihood that ill-considered enlargement proposals make their way to a vote in the UNGA, while avoiding a precipitous debate on the most divisive issue at the United Nations when the United States must bridge toxic North-South dynamics in New York. In addition, this type of approach avoids proposing a specific enlargement solution until it is clear that a reform in U.S. interests is feasible.

Specifically, the United States should pursue the following steps outlined below.
DECLARE U.S. SUPPORT FOR LIMITED UNSC ENLARGEMENT BASED ON CRITERIA RATHER THAN ENTITLEMENT

At an early date and after interagency deliberations, President Obama should use a high-profile public speech, such as at the UNGA opening session in September 2011, to declare U.S. openness to a modest expansion of the UNSC contingent on demonstrated evidence of aspirants’ capacity and willingness to contribute to international peace and security. After initial consultations and agreement with P5 partners by the United States, the president’s speech should outline the road map and criteria for this UNSC enlargement, and serve as a launching pad for U.S. consultations with aspirant countries on initiatives that will help them demonstrate the qualifications for permanent membership. Such initiatives might include demonstrating leadership in nonproliferation talks, climate change negotiations, or the advancement of human rights.

REACH EXECUTIVE BRANCH CONSENSUS ON CRITERIA FOR UNSC ENLARGEMENT

To shape the contours of an international agreement that takes a criteria-based, evolutionary approach, the U.S. National Security Council (NSC) should initiate and chair an interagency review led by the State Department and include other relevant entities (such as the Defense and Treasury departments, the U.S. Agency for International Development, and the intelligence agencies). The NSC should also instruct the intelligence agencies to plan potential negotiation scenarios, UNSC compositions (including interim options), likely behavior of aspirant states, and their effects on U.S. interests.

Meanwhile, the interagency committee should identify a draft list of qualifications for evaluating new permanent candidates and a diplomatic strategy to achieve P5 consensus on the criteria. The committee should establish minimum parameters for the U.S. negotiating position (such as no extension of the veto to any new members and a limit to the total number of new members allowed within a certain period). The committee could also consider a charter amendment to allow elected members to serve consecutive terms while aspirant
countries work toward fulfilling road map criteria, and whether the UNSC expansion process should be linked to reforms of the wider UN structure.38

**INITIATE DISCREET DIALOGUE IN CAPITALS WITH THE P5 AND MAJOR ASPIRANT STATES**

UNSC enlargement will not be determined in open negotiations in New York. If reform occurs, it will happen through quiet negotiations in the capitals of the P5 and aspirants. Shifting talks from New York to capitals might also clear away some of the mud of acrimonious debates at UN headquarters and allow diplomats to conduct more productive negotiations.

The first step is to garner P5 consensus on an approach to UNSC enlargement based on concrete and transparent criteria, permitting the P5 to emerge as a “credentials committee” of sorts. Any proposal to reform the council will quickly acquire enemies if it bears a “made in the USA” stamp, so a careful sequencing of negotiations is imperative. Washington should seek endorsement from other permanent members for concrete and transparent criteria for permanent membership, as well as explore the potential for long-term, interim seats that might provide an opportunity to gauge aspirant willingness to assume global responsibilities. These conversations should begin with London and Paris, to be followed by discussions with Moscow and Beijing. Achieving consensus is likely to be particularly arduous with China and Russia, whose vision of the UNSC has often been at odds with that of their Western counterparts. At the same time, the history of the 1965 enlargement, as well as recent Russian and Chinese negotiating behavior in New York, suggests that in the end neither country will want to be perceived as standing alone in blocking a UNSC reform effort supported by a majority of member states.

The United States should then use its bilateral strategic dialogues with aspirant countries to present its parameters for UNSC enlargement. This is particularly critical for developing country aspirants like India, Brazil, and South Africa, which, notwithstanding close bilateral relations with the United States, maintain nonaligned stances in New York and Geneva. Jointly with the P5, Washington should present
major aspirant countries with a road map for UNSC enlargement that demands greater flexibility in exchange for a clear, evolutionary path toward reform. Washington should include UNSC reform criteria and other multilateral initiatives in its bilateral strategic dialogues with major aspirant countries that might be willing to adjust their bottom line and pursue such a road map if reform is seen to be within their grasp. Beyond establishing the parameters for a successful UNSC reform, U.S. investment in intensified bilateral dialogues with major aspirant countries is likely to pay both immediate and long-term diplomatic dividends.

**PREPARE THE GROUND WITH CONGRESS**

The Obama administration should immediately initiate discussions with the Senate on U.S. interests in (and criteria for) UNSC reform. This is critical, since any amendment to the UN Charter would require consent by two-thirds of the Senate prior to ratification. Engaging senators from both parties will help ensure that U.S. negotiating goals are grounded in legislative reality—and help avoid repeating mistakes of the past, from the League of Nations to the Kyoto Protocol. Sustained U.S. support for multilateral commitments has always depended on robust bipartisan support in the Senate. With this in mind, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee should convene hearings on this topic with U.S. officials and experts. Such hearings would be useful both diplomatically—by signaling to other countries the limits of U.S. policy flexibility—and domestically—by educating the public on the rationale for any proposed shift in the UNSC structure.

**IDENTIFY REFORMS TO UNSC WORKING METHODS THAT ADDRESS TRANSPARENCY CONCERNS**

While a discussion of working methods is unlikely to dissuade aspirants from continuing their campaigns, the United States should discuss changes to UNSC operations as part of its reform efforts.39 Some reforms have already been implemented—the UNSC publishes its monthly program, hosts more open (as well as closed) meetings, and holds new-member briefings on UNSC procedures. Yet the
UNSC remains a closed and privileged entity, passing resolutions with limited input from states affected by—and expected to implement—them. In an effort to respond to these complaints, the Obama administration has advocated a “nothing about you without you” approach, and has launched several outreach initiatives to non-UNSC members.

Going forward, the Obama administration should identify additional ways to increase transparency and participation into the UNSC’s operations. These options include:

– Expand consultations with countries that contribute peacekeeping troops. Building on President Obama’s meeting with major troop contributors in September 2009, the United States should press the UNSC to hold regular consultations with such countries prior to authorizing or renewing peace operations.40 The United States should encourage aspirant countries that frequently contribute troops (like South Africa, India, and Brazil) to lead in this venue.

– Increase transparency of the counterterrorism committees. The United States should also spearhead reform of the 1540 and 1267 committees—particularly their listing and delisting procedures—to ensure greater transparency and access. The United States should work with committee chairs to determine how committee procedures can be explained to the public, listing processes declassified and adjudication of appeals processed in a timely manner.

At the same time, U.S. officials must remain realistic. Already, the proliferation of UNSC meetings has resulted in a packed agenda that complicates quick action during emergencies, with negotiations sometimes lasting well into the night. Time spent negotiating toothless press and presidential statements after every newsworthy incident could be better spent negotiating an actionable response. Moreover, in dealing with the most sensitive issues on its agenda, the UNSC will inevitably continue to meet in small, closed-door sessions where diplomats can partake in political bargaining with a minimum of political theater.

**IDENTIFY ALTERNATIVE FORUMS TO ADDRESS LEGITIMACY CONCERNS AND ASSESS ASPIRANT BEHAVIOR**

Finally, the United States should identify other international forums that can provide greater input from emerging powers and increased regional
parity in global governance, while also serving as a proving ground for improved North-South cooperation. The elevation of the G20 as the premier steering group for the global economy is particularly significant in this regard. By bringing rising powers into the inner sanctum, the G20 has at least temporarily eased pressure on the UNSC expansion debate. Moreover, it has done so while providing a setting to gauge those countries’ willingness to help provide global public goods and a potential venue to build shared understanding of major global threats.

Likewise, the Major Economies Forum has given emerging powers a seat at the table in the leading multilateral forum outside the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. Within the UN system, there is vast room for aspirant country leadership in improving the workings and results of such bodies as the UN Human Rights Council and the Economic and Social Council. The United States should use such frameworks as testing grounds for emerging power behavior and create “minilateral” forums for other global issues, even as it contemplates UNSC reform.
Conclusion

The UNSC remains an indispensable pillar of world order in the twenty-first century. But to ensure global security and advance U.S. national interests, the UNSC must be able to draw on the resources of the world’s most powerful countries. In its effort to update and improve the architecture of global cooperation, the Obama administration must not exclude the world’s premier body for international security.

Now is the time to lay the groundwork for UNSC reform—while the United States remains the world’s most powerful nation with unparalleled capacity to shape the debate. The first steps in this process will be launching an interagency analysis of reform scenarios and their implications for U.S. interests, building consensus with P5 partners on criteria for additional permanent (or a new category of long-term) membership, consulting Congress on the parameters of U.S. policy toward reform, and building confidence in New York and the P5 capitals to secure the buy-in of major aspirants to a criteria-based reform process.

President Obama’s vocal desire to renovate the building blocks of international cooperation and his focus on improving relations for multilateral diplomacy present an opportunity to promote a disciplined and transparent approach to a renovated UNSC. The Obama administration should seize this moment. By expending political capital now, the United States can shift the focus of the UNSC enlargement narrative from entitlement to responsibility, spur better multilateral cooperation in the near term, and lead the negotiation toward a modest expansion that advances the United States’ interests in the long run.
Appendix 1: Shifting Global Economic and Military Power*

REAL GDP, GLOBAL RANK, 1945†

1. United States $1,645 billion
2. United Kingdom $347 billion
3. Soviet Union $334 billion
4. Germany $302 billion
5. India $273 billion
6. Japan $103 billion
7. France $102 billion
8. Canada $88 billion
9. Italy $87 billion
10. Argentina $67 billion

DEFENSE SPENDING, 1955

1. United States $40.5 billion
2. Soviet Union $29.5 billion
3. United Kingdom $4.3 billion
4. France $2.9 billion
5. China $2.5 billion
6. West Germany $1.7 billion
7. Italy $0.8 billion
8. Japan $0.4 billion

*Permanent UNSC members in italics.
†No data available for China in 1945.
### NOMINAL GDP, GLOBAL RANK, 2008

1. *United States* $14,441 billion  
2. Japan $4,911 billion  
3. *China* $4,327 billion  
4. Germany $3,673 billion  
5. *France* $2,867 billion  
6. *United Kingdom* $2,680 billion  
7. Italy $2,314 billion  
8. *Russia* $1,677 billion  
9. Spain $1,602 billion  
10. Brazil $1,573 billion

### DEFENSE SPENDING, 2008–2009

1. *United States* $607 billion  
2. *China* $84.9 billion  
3. *France* $65.7 billion  
4. *United Kingdom* $65.3 billion  
5. *Russia* $58.6 billion  
6. Germany $46.8 billion  
7. Japan $46.3 billion  
8. Italy $40.6 billion  
9. Saudi Arabia $38.2 billion  
10. India $30.0 billion

The composition of the UN Security Council has changed only once in its sixty-five-year history. In 1963, the General Assembly voted to increase the council’s elected members from six to ten, and its overall size from eleven to fifteen states. By 1965, the required number of countries had approved the charter amendment, bringing it into force. How was this charter revision accomplished, and are there any lessons applicable to current reform efforts?

The 1965 expansion occurred in the wake of decolonization and during the Cold War. Prior to enlargement, the six elected UNSC seats were apportioned by informal agreement: two seats to Latin America, one to the British Commonwealth, one to the Middle East, one to Western Europe, and one to Eastern Europe. In 1956, Latin American states proposed expanding nonpermanent members to eight, by adding a seat apiece to Asia and Africa, and by 1960 a number of Western European states had joined this campaign. The Soviet Union refused to consider any UNSC reform, however, as long as the Taiwan-based Nationalist government continued to represent China on the Security Council, alienating emerging nations of the nonaligned movement, who held their first summit in 1960.

In 1963, Latin American, Asian, and African states tried again under the NAM banner, tabling a draft resolution calling for an expansion of elected seats from six to ten, with two apiece for Asia and Africa. Despite abstentions from the United States and Britain (which had both endorsed an expansion to eight rather than ten), and opposition from France and the Soviet Union (which objected to dilution of P5 power), the UNGA adopted Resolution 1991A, 97–11, with only Nationalist China voting for the resolution among the P5. That resolution amended the charter to increase nonpermanent seats from six to ten and established quotas for regional representation. In the aftermath of the UNGA vote, momentum swung quickly toward expansion.
The Soviet Union was the first of the P5 laggards to alter its position, followed in succession by the United Kingdom, the United States, and France. By August 31, 1965, when the amendment entered into force, ninety-five member states had ratified the resolution.

The 1965 expansion holds several insights:

– *The Power of the Nonaligned Movement:* The 1965 expansion revealed the growing power of the emerging NAM bloc in the Cold War context. Decolonization gave birth to a large number of new, non-aligned states that, by banding together, held a voting majority in the UNGA. This majority allowed the movement to force a vote on the charter amendment because it was confident that Britain, France, and the United States would not bear the diplomatic cost of vetoing it. While today’s diplomatic landscape is far less cohesive and more heterogeneous (the G77 and NAM are internally divided on UNSC expansion, with influential members in different camps), the 1965 amendment demonstrates that a well-organized bloc of developing countries can press UNSC reform over the reservations of permanent members. Today, the African Union is well positioned to play the role of kingmaker, should it throw its numerical weight behind a reform framework.

– *The Nature of Reform:* The primary force behind expansion in the 1960s was a rapid shift in UN member state demographics—a dynamic that has no contemporary parallel. Between 1956 and 1965, forty-three new nations joined the United Nations—all but seven from Africa and Asia. By 1963, more than half of the countries in the General Assembly (59 out of 113) were Asian, African, or Middle Eastern. Unlike today, the 1960s debate did not consider changes to the permanent membership. Expansion of elected membership addressed the acute underrepresentation of Asia and Africa after decolonization. The expansion thus did not alter the UNSC’s permanent membership.

– *The Reluctance of Permanent Members to Stand Alone:* In principle, the requirement for domestic ratification by the P5 provides each with a potential veto over any charter amendment. In practice, the 1963–65 experience suggests diplomatic discomfort in casting a “lonely veto.” This has potential relevance for current reform scenarios. If four of the current P5 throw their weight behind an expansion scenario enjoying UNGA support, pressure on the lone dissenter could become intense.
The Prospects for Domestic Ratification: In 1965, the challenge of securing domestic ratification was less daunting than reaching intergovernmental agreement on expansion. This does not hold today. The increase in the number of democracies since 1965, coupled with the controversial proposition of permanent-member-seat reform, will likely raise significant legislative obstacles.
Appendix 3: Overall Voting Coincidence with the United States in the UNGA

A. UN SECURITY COUNCIL ASPIRANTS (NONCONSENSUAL VOTES)

B. PERMANENT MEMBERS (NONCONSENSUAL VOTES)

# Appendix 4: The Security Council Reform Debate: The Principal Coalitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coalition</th>
<th>Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group of Four (G4)</strong></td>
<td>The G4 proposal (A/59/L64, July 2005) would increase the UNSC to twenty-five members by adding six permanent and four nonpermanent members. Asia and Africa would receive two new permanent member seats apiece, and Latin/South America and western Europe one seat each. New nonpermanent seats would be given to Africa, Asia, eastern Europe, and Latin America. The proposal calls for veto rights for new permanent members, though the G4 offered to defer use of the veto for fifteen years, and pending a review conference to discuss the issue. The G4 comprises four democracies—two from the developed and two from the developing world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uniting for Consensus (UfC)</strong></td>
<td>The UfC proposal (A/59/L68, July 2005) would increase UNSC membership to twenty-five by adding ten nonpermanent two-year seats. The twenty elected members would be based on regional representation, with six from Africa, five from Asia, four from the Group of Latin American and Caribbean Countries, three from the Western European and Others Group, and two from east European states. The UfC supports an “intermediate” solution of reelectable seats, without the prospect of permanent status. Membership of the UfC is reported as low as a dozen and as high as forty members.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COALITION

Africa Bloc
Reflects the official position of the African Union

PROPOSAL

The African proposal (A/60/L41, December 2005) reflects the Ezulwini Consensus agreed upon by African heads of state in July 2005. It would increase the UNSC’s size to twenty-six members by adding six permanent and five nonpermanent members. The new permanent members would be distributed consistent with the G4 scheme, but two new elected seats would go to Africa (rather than one), alongside one apiece to the Asian, east European, and Latin American regions. The proposal envisions full veto rights for all new permanent members.

Source: Compiled by authors.
Appendix 5: Leading Contributors to UN Budget, Peacekeeping Budget, and Peacekeeping Forces

SHARE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO UN REGULAR BUDGET (2008–2009)

Top Ten:
1. United States 22.00%
2. Japan 16.62%
3. Germany 8.58%
4. United Kingdom 6.64%
5. France 6.30%
6. Italy 5.07%
7. Canada 2.97%
8. Spain 2.96%
9. China 2.66%
10. Mexico 2.25%

Others:
- Russia 1.200%
- Brazil 0.876%
- India 0.450%
- South Africa 0.290%
- Nigeria 0.048%

SHARE OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO UN PEACEKEEPING BUDGET (2008–2009)

Top Ten:
1. United States 25.96%
2. Japan 16.62%
3. Germany 8.58%
4. United Kingdom 7.84%
5. France 7.44%
6. Italy  5.07%
7. China    3.15%
8. Canada   2.98%
9. Spain    2.97%
10. South Korea  2.17%

Others:
   Russia     1.41%
   Brazil     0.18%
   India     0.09%
   South Africa  0.06%
   Nigeria  0.0096%

**TOP TEN TROOP CONTRIBUTORS TO UN PEACE OPERATIONS (2009)**

1. Pakistan          10,605
2. Bangladesh         10,282
3. India             8,759
4. Nigeria           5,905
5. Nepal             4,348
6. Egypt             4,140
7. Rwanda             3,683
8. Jordan            3,669
9. Ghana             3,398
10. Italy            2,666

Appendix 6: Evaluating the Main Aspirants to Permanent Membership

JAPAN

STRENGTHS

– Reliable U.S. ally, including on votes in the UNGA and UNSC
– High share of assessed contributions to UN budget and peacekeeping budget
– Strong diplomatic core
– Established democracy
– Economic power

WEAKNESSES

– Modest military power
– Constitutional prohibition on war

GERMANY

STRENGTHS

– Reliable U.S. ally, including on votes in the UNGA and UNSC
– High share of assessed contributions to UN budget and peacekeeping budget
– Major troop contributor to peace operations (UN and other)
– Strong diplomatic core
– Established military capability and NATO ally
– Established democracy
– Economic power

WEAKNESSES

– Political/historical constraints on use of force
– Overrepresentation of Europe among permanent members
INDIA

STRENGTHS

– Frequent U.S. partner
– Major troop contributor to UN peace operations
– Growing military capability, including naval
– Strong diplomatic core
– Established democracy
– Fast-rising economy
– Large population

WEAKNESSES

– Leader of NAM and G77 ideology in multilateral settings; limits U.S. partnership
– Limited contribution to UN regular budget and peacekeeping budget
– Difficult regional neighborhood
– Ongoing border dispute
– Problematic nuclear policy

BRAZIL

STRENGTHS

– Frequent U.S. partner
– Major troop contributor to UN peace operations in the region
– Growing (though still modest) military capability
– Strong diplomatic core
– Established democracy
– Rising power
– Dominant regional player
– Large population

WEAKNESSES

– Leader of G77 ideology in multilateral settings; limits U.S. partnership
– Modest contributions to UN budget and peacekeeping budget
SOUTH AFRICA

STRENGTHS

– Democracy (recent)
– Dominant regional leader

WEAKNESSES

– Leader of NAM and G77 ideology in multilateral settings; limits U.S. partnership
– Modest diplomatic corps
– Modest military force projection
– Modest population
– Internal challenges of democratic consolidation

NIGERIA

STRENGTHS

– Major troop contributor to UN peace operations
– Democracy (fragile)
– Regional leader
– Large population

WEAKNESSES

– Subscribes to NAM and G77 ideology in multilateral settings; limits U.S. partnership
– Limited capacity of diplomatic corps
– Limited military force projection
– Uncertain political future, given weak governance, instability, and conflict
– Weak economy
– Sustained regional power in question

Source: Compiled by authors.
Endnotes


4. Indeed, the UN Human Rights Council shows that reform can do more harm than good.


6. In a public and rancorous fight for membership in 2006, for example, Venezuela spent millions of dollars on development projects in countries willing in exchange to support its candidacy, and doled out state visits in exchange for support of its campaign.

7. To be sure, other considerations motivated the selection of the P5, particularly France and China. British prime minister Winston Churchill insisted—over the initial objections of U.S. president Franklin D. Roosevelt and Soviet premier Joseph Stalin—that France be elevated into the ranks of the great powers, despite its ignominious defeat in 1940. Likewise, Roosevelt insisted on the inclusion of Nationalist China (despite widespread acknowledgment of its internal turmoil and meager military resources) on the grounds that the UNSC needed at least one permanent member from Asia. See Robert C. Hilderbrand, Dumbarton Oaks: The Origins of the United Nations (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1990).

8. The UNSC’s work has also expanded into humanitarian and social areas perceived to be connected with international security. Examples include the issue of HIV/AIDS or the resolutions stressing the critical role of women in peace-building.


10. Although the League of Nations suffered from many debilities, among the most crippling was the absence of major powers from the League Council during much of its history.

11. The process is outlined in Chapter XVIII, Articles 108–109, of the UN Charter.

12. In 1964, two-thirds of the UNGA was equivalent to 75 member states; today, it is 126 members. In 1965, several amendments were passed, including enlarging the Security
Council, changing the number of votes needed for a UN Security Council decision, and enlarging the membership of ECOSOC. There were also two later amendments: On June 1968, Article 109 was amended, modifying the majority required in the Security Council for the convening of a review conference. On September 24, 1973, ECOSOC was expanded from twenty-seven to fifty-four members, pursuant to the 1971 UNGA adoption of an amendment to Article 61.


15. In December 1993, the UNGA passed Resolution 48/26, establishing an “Open-ended Working Group to Consider All Aspects of the Question of Increase in the Membership of the Security Council, and Other Matters Related to the Security Council,” but the debate largely languished in this body for the next decade.

16. Annan’s report, including options for Security Council reform, was heavily influenced by the report of the High Level Panel on Threats, Challenges, and Change, released in December 2004. He proposed two models to expand the UNSC from fifteen to twenty-four members. Model A reflected the predilections of the four main aspirants to permanent membership—the so-called G4 countries (Germany, Japan, India, and Brazil). It envisioned six new permanent seats, including two for Asia, two for Africa, and one apiece for Europe and the Americas. Model B was tailored to appeal to the so-called Uniting for Consensus (UfC) group, led by Italy, South Korea, Pakistan, Argentina, and Mexico. It called for eight new members in a new category of four-year renewable seats, plus one additional elected member.

17. What is perhaps most striking about the negotiating landscape is that for an enlargement based seemingly on improving regional parity on the council, regional blocs are themselves widely split on reform solutions. Aspiring members actually find their biggest problems in marshaling support from their own blocs.

18. The shift to intergovernmental negotiations in the UNGA plenary raises the prospect that an enlargement resolution could be brought to a vote absent consensus. These intergovernmental negotiations have been chaired by the Afghan permanent representative Zahir Tanin and have debated categories of UNSC membership in any expansion; the question of regional representation; proposals to extend (or restrict) the veto; steps to reform the UNSC’s working methods; and the relationship between the UNSC and the UNGA. UN member states held five negotiating sessions through October 2010.


20. The full quotation from Susan E. Rice’s confirmation hearings is, “Let me offer, Mr. Chairman, some sense of the principles that will guide the United States during this process. First, we start from a straightforward premise: The United States believes that the long-term legitimacy and viability of the United Nations Security Council depends on its reflecting the world of the twenty-first century. As such, we will make a
serious, deliberative effort, working with partners and allies, to find a way forward that enhances the ability of the Security Council to carry out its mandate and effectively meet the challenges of the new century. I would note that the United States is not linking Security Council reform to other aspects of UN reform. We view both as important and will pursue them in tandem. I would also note that we support expansion of the Security Council in a way that will not diminish its effectiveness or its efficiency. And finally, the United States will take into account the ability of countries to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security, and the other purposes of the United Nations.” Statement by Ambassador Susan E. Rice, U.S. permanent representative to the United Nations, at an informal meeting of the General Assembly on Security Council Reform, February 19, 2009, http://www.usun.state.gov/briefing/statements/2009/february/127091.htm.

21. Most proposals for adding permanent seats to the UNSC tabled to date have been framework proposals—that is, they propose that permanent seats be allocated to regions, without identifying a specific country. The rivalries between some aspirant countries have led some reformers to propose that regional blocs be left to determine their own permanent representative, in effect shifting decisions on UNSC membership from the UNGA (as mandated in the UN Charter) to regional blocs. This introduces a wild card in regional negotiations over UNSC reform. It raises the prospect that deadlock, say, between Brazil or Mexico for the seat for Latin and South America could result in an unexpected compromise candidate, a common twist in UN regional negotiations. Although the likelihood is remote, Cuba or Venezuela could conceivably secure a permanent seat—clearly an unacceptable outcome for the United States. To avoid such a possibility, the United States should ensure that any charter amendment altering the UNSC’s permanent composition identify future permanent members by name, as the charter did for the original P5.

22. The complete statement of Alejandro Wolff, deputy U.S. permanent representative to the United Nations, was, “The United States is open, in principle, to a limited expansion of both permanent and nonpermanent members. In terms of categories of membership, the United States strongly believes that any consideration of permanent members must be country-specific in nature. In determining which countries merit permanent membership, we will take into account the ability of countries to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and security and other purposes of the United Nations. As we have previously stated, the United States is not open to an enlargement of the Security Council by a charter amendment that changes the current veto structure. To enhance the prospects for success, whatever formula that emerges for an expansion of council membership should have in mind charter requirements for ratification. We remain committed to a serious, deliberate effort, working with other member states, to find a way forward that both adapts the Security Council to current global realities and enhances the ability of the Security Council to carry out its mandate and effectively meet the challenges of the new century.” Statement by Ambassador Alejandro Wolff, U.S. deputy permanent representative, in the General Assembly, on the Security Council Report and Security Council Reform, November 13, 2009, http://usun.state.gov/briefing/statements/2009/131936.htm.


24. The United States has traditionally spoken of a “modest expansion” of no more than four to six new members.


26. The United States pays approximately 25 percent of UN peacekeeping costs and 22 percent of the UN annual budget.

27. As occurred when the United States proposed an arms embargo on Myanmar in the wake of the latter’s crackdown on peaceful demonstrators in August 2007. Due in large part to a threat of Chinese and Russian vetoes, the UNSC instead passed a presidential statement eight weeks later. UNSC presidential statements and press statements are unanimous.

28. The UNSC’s only recourse to Iran’s continued nuclear program, for example, is to publicize the breaches and to negotiate further measures.


31. During 2009, the United States could generally count on a blocking coalition of seven votes, and obtaining nine votes was typically within reach. The United States could generally count on the support not only of France and the United Kingdom but also of elected members Austria, Burkina Faso, Costa Rica, Japan, and Uganda, with Croatia and Mexico often following suit. This allowed the United States, France, and the United Kingdom to focus on ensuring that the Chinese and Russians would not use their vetoes. Frequently, the P5 would agree on resolution language and then share the draft with the rest of the UNSC for final negotiations and a vote. In 2010, the diplomatic lineup has been less auspicious for U.S. interests. Burkina Faso and Costa Rica, two staunch U.S. allies, were replaced by Gabon and Nigeria, which, while friends of the United States, frequently represent southern bloc interests, as does newly elected member Brazil. The United States now enters more negotiations potentially short of the nine votes needed for action.

32. While the precise voting formula would be subject to negotiation, the current UNSC configuration, as well as other leading proposals (including the UfC initiative and the UNSC configuration proposed by the UNGA president in 1997) all follow a two-thirds-minus-one formula (that is, approval for a council resolution requires two-thirds of council members, minus one). In a council of twenty-one members, two-thirds minus one would be thirteen votes, but the only proposal with twenty-one members (Panama Proposal) does not specifically list a number of votes needed to pass a resolution.

33. The UfC proposal, which calls for twenty elected members on a twenty-five member UNSC, is especially worrisome, requiring calls for fifteen votes (assuming no vetoes) for a resolution to pass, and only eleven to block. Presumably, U.S. policymakers will
want to avoid any scenario that significantly tilts the balance of seats from permanent to elected members, which has already shifted once (in 1963) from an initial ratio of 5:6 to the current ratio of 5:10. Under the G4 proposal, the ratio would be 11:14; under the UfC proposal, it would be 5:20. But even the G4 option carries some risks in this regard. In a UNSC of twenty-four members, as Secretary-General Kofi Annan proposed in 2005, it is likely that fifteen votes would be needed to pass a resolution, and ten to block.


36. In addition to their role as permanent members, the P5 enjoy other privileges. They are automatically five of the twenty-one vice presidents of the UNGA General Committee. And while there is no formal requirement for P5 participation in any other UN principal agency or organ, the P5 are overrepresented throughout the United Nations. This includes in UNGA ad hoc committees and subsidiary organs (such as the International Law Commission, the Consultative Committee on Disarmament, and the Special Committee on Peacekeeping Operations); on the Economic and Social Council (where the P5 have resided almost continuously since it began); in the International Court of Justice; and in UN programs and agencies (including on the executive boards of the International Atomic Energy Agency; Food and Agriculture Organization; UN Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization; UN Children’s Fund; and UN Development Program).

37. As the recent National Security Strategy declares, “International institutions must more effectively represent the world of the 21st century, with a broader voice—and greater responsibilities—for emerging powers.” The White House, National Security Strategy, p. 3.

38. This could include, for example, reforms to create weighted voting in the UNGA and fifth budgetary committee, which might balance any dilution of U.S. power in the UNSC.

39. To date, the most influential proposals for injecting greater transparency and accountability into UNSC deliberations and decision-making have come from the so-called S5 coalition of small member states. Among other things, the S5 envision improved communication between the UNSC and other UN member states; regular conversations between the UNSC and troop-contributing countries before and after mandates are authorized; enhanced consultations with countries experiencing difficulties as a result of implementing sanctions resolutions and limits on the use of the veto, including not to employ it in cases of “genocide, crimes against humanity, and serious violations of international law.” Other S5 proposals, particularly adjustments to the veto, have been more problematic. There is little support among any of the P5 for restrictions on the veto or for charter amendments limiting its use. P5 countries note that the veto privilege remains, as it has since 1945, the price the world’s most powerful nations demand for accepting a system of global collective security. Actual use of the veto is increasingly rare—from 2005 to 2009, 94 percent of resolutions passed by consensus, and most of the rest were split votes, with less than 1 percent of the total being vetoed. And when they are used, P5 countries explain their rationale in for-the-record explanations of vote that traditionally occur after a contentious vote. At the same time, the veto is hardly irrelevant. China and Russia have become quite effective at using implicit threats to block U.S.- and European-supported actions, on crises ranging from Kosovo to Iran, Darfur, Myanmar, Zimbabwe, and Sri Lanka.

40. Making such consultation standard practice will require a more organized UNSC agenda that anticipates upcoming peace agreements, includes meetings with host and
contributing countries as a matter of course, and ensures that mandates are both realistic and adequately resourced.


43. Ibid, p. 9.
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